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Abstract 
A sofic shift S is a symbolic dynamical system that can be viewed as a set of all bi-infinite 
sequences obtained by reading the labels of ail bi-infinite paths in a finite directed labeled graph 
G. The presentation G is synchronizing if for every vertex II there is a word x0 such that every 
path in G labeled with x0 has u as a terminal vertex. We present an example of a subshift of finite 
type that has no unique minimal deterministic presentation and we show that if a sofic shift has 
a synchronizing, deterministic presentation (sdp), then it has a unique minimal one. Irreducible 
sofic shifts, subshifts of finite type and nonwandering systems have synchronizing, deterministic 
presentations. We give an intrinsic characterization of a sofic shift S that has an sdp in terms of 
the syntactic monoid M(S) of the factor language F(S) of S. Another characterization of sofic 
shifts with sdp’s is given in terms of the predecessor sets. We show that a sofic shift can have 
at most one bi-synchronizing presentation. 
0 Introduction 
The notion of sofic shifts appeared in symbolic dynamics with the paper of Weiss 
[ 171. They were defined as subshifts of the full shift that are images of subshifts of 
finite type under k-block factor maps. Every subshift of finite type can be presented 
as a finite directed graph. Fischer [5] showed that every sofic shift can be presented 
with a finite directed labeled graph. In the same paper he showed that a sofic shift is 
irreducible iff it can be presented with a strongly connected graph. The graph (without 
the labels) presents a subshifi of finite type and the labeling function can be considered 
as a l-block factor map. That subshift of finite type is called a cover of the sofic shift. 
(In fact, a subshift of finite type r is called a cover of a sofic shift S if there is a 
k-block factor map f : r -+ S. But every K-block factor map is topologically conjugate 
to a l-block factor map.) 
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The question of finding a minimal canonical cover, i.e. presentation of a sofic shift, 
has been considered by several authors. In the case of an irreducible sofic shift it has 
been shown by Boyle et al. [3] and Beauquier [l] that there is a unique homomorphi- 
tally minimal deterministic (right resolving) presentation. This presentation also has a 
minimal number of vertices among all deterministic presentations. (In symbolic dynam- 
ics this presentation is known as the right Fischer cover.) Boyle et al. have shown that 
an irreducible sofic shift has a minimal cover (such that every other irreducible cover 
factors through it) iff the right Fischer cover is left closing (two bi-infinite paths having 
the same label and positive parts equal are necessarily equal). Marcus and Roth [12] 
gave several ower bounds on the number of vertices of a presentation of a sofic shift. 
A characterization of sofic shifts that have a unique minimal presentation such that 
every other presentation factors through it via an onto graph homomorphism is given 
by Willems [18] (see also [9]). A sofic shift has a unique minimal presentation iff it has 
a bi-deterministic presentation that induces a topological conjugacy and, thus, this sofic 
shift must be a subshifi of finite type. Jonoska and Marcus [9] gave a characterization 
of irreducible sofic shifts that have a unique minimal presentation i  the same sense 
among all irreducible covers. It is shown that an irreducible sofic shift has a unique 
minimal presentation among all irreducible presentations iff its right Fischer cover is 
bi-deterministic. 
In the first section (Fig. 1 ), we present an example of a sofic shift that has two 
minimal deterministic presentations that are not isomorphic as graphs. The sofic shift 
presented in Fig. 1 is a subshift of finite type. So the result of Beauquier and Boyle 
et al. obtained for the irreducible shifts cannot be extended to a broader class of sofic 
shifts, not even to the class of subshifts of finite type. 
Synchronizing presentations of the full shift and synchronizing prefix codes have 
been considered by Perrin and Schiitzenberger [13,14]. Subshifts (transitive and not 
necessarily sofic) that have synchronizing words are considered by Fiebig and Fiebig 
[41. 
Synchronizing presentations of sofic shifts (not necessarily irreducible) have not 
been studied until now. We show that not every sofic shift has a synchronizing pre- 
sentation, but if a sofic shift has a synchronizing presentation, then it has a unique 
minimal synchronizing deterministic presentation (Theorem 5.5). We also give two in- 
trinsic characterizations of sofic shifts with synchronizing presentations. The first one 
is in terms of the syntactic monoid of the factor language of the sofic shift (Theorem 
8.13). The second characterization is in terms of the predecessor sets (Corollary 9.6). 
Three important classes of sofic shifts (subshifts of finite type, irreducible shifts and 
nonwandering shifts) have synchronizing presentations. 
The notion of a co-synchronizing presentation is symmetric to the synchronizing one. 
Every property of the synchronizing presentations can be easily reversed for the co- 
synchronizing ones. In the last section we show that a sofic shift can have at most one 
(up to an isomorphism) bi-synchronizing (synchronizing and co-synchronizing) presen- 
tation (Corollary 10.2). There remains open the problem of characterizing, intrinsically, 
the class of sofic shifts with a bi-synchronizing presentation. 
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1. Symbolic dynamics and an example of SFT 
Let A be a finite set which we will call an alphabet. We assign the discrete topology 
to A. A’ is the space obtained with the product topology and is called the full shift. 
The shift map is the map r~ : A” -+ A’ defined with (a(x))i = Xi+t, i E Z. The shift 
map is continuous and in fact a homeomorphism on A”. 
(S,olS) is called a subshift or symbolic system of AZ if S is a closed u-invariant 
subset of A’. This means that there is a set F(S) of finite words in the alphabet A 
such that: x E S iff Vk, m 2 0 x&x&+1 . . .xkfm E F(S). 
Definition. The factor set or factor language of a symbolic system S is the set 
F(S) = { a0 . ..a.(aiEA,3GSS,3k,X&...X&+,=ao...a,}. 
We will call the elements of F(S) factors and we will use just S to refer either to 
S or to (S,c@). 
Let Si and S2 be two subshifts of A: and A:. A function K : S1 + S2 is a function 
from a subshift S1 to a subshift S2 if x is continuous and commutes with the shifts, 
i.e. ncq = crzn. 
Theorem 1.1 (Lyndon, Curtis, Hedlund [6]). The function IF : S1 + S2 is continuous 
and commutes with the shift sff there is a k and a function n, : A: + A2 such that 
(+))i = %(xi,xi+lr . . . ,xi+k-1). 
So, every map ‘IT from a subshift Si to a subshift S2 is generated by a function 
II* : {k-blocks of Si } + {symbols of S2). We call K a k-block map. 
A k-block map n is a factor map if it is surjective. It is called a topological 
conjugacy if it is bijective. 
Note 1.2. Every k-block map 71 is also an m-block map 7~’ for every m 2 k by taking 
x:(x1 ,..., x& ,..., x,,,) = x*(x ,,..., x&). 
Let S be a subshift and F&(S) be the set of all finite factors of S with length k. 
Define 
4 : s + F&(s)’ 
with (c#J(x))~ = (xiyxi+ly . . . , xi+&_,). Note that the blocks here overlap. The map 4 is 
a topological conjugacy, and the image of 4 is called a higher k-block system for S. 
Let B be a finite set of words (blocks), each with length k (i.e. a finite set of 
k-blocks) in the alphabet A. We define a subshzft of finite type (SFT) r as 
r={XEA’IViXiXi+,...Xi+&-1 EB}. 
In other words, r is the subshifi of A’ containing all the points for which every k-block 
is in B. We say that B determines r. 
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Note 1.3. For every m 3 k the SFT r can be determined with a jinite set of words 
with length m by constructing the allowable words with length m. 
Every subshift of finite type can be presented as the set of all b&infinite paths of a 
finite directed graph G = (V, E) in the following way: Let V = A&-’ and let an edge 
in G go from (al,az ,..., ak-1) to (az,a3 ,..., ak) iff al . ..ak E B. So, the set of edges 
E can be regarded as B, i.e. every edge in G is identified with an element in B. Then 
x=( . ..) X-,,Q,Xi )...) is an element of r iff . . . . X-1 . ..Xk-_2.XO...Xk-_I,xi . .._q ,... is a 
bi-infinite path in G. (Note that bi-infinite paths in G can be regarded also as elements 
of the higher k-block system of r.) 
Definition. The subshift S c A” is called a sofic shift provided there is an SFT r and 
a k-block factor map n : r + S. 
Two factor maps ai : I’i + Si and ~2 :rz ---) S2 are conjugate if there are topological 
conjugacies f,g such that the following diagram commutes: 
By going to a higher k-block system for r, we can easily see that every k-block 
factor map n from an SFT r to a sofic shit? S is conjugate to a one-block factor map. 
Let G = (V,E) be the finite graph presenting the SFT r as above. We saw that G 
also represents the higher k-block system r’. The factor map rr can be presented on 
the graph G by a labeling function A : E + A, i.e. I(xi . . .Xk) = x*(x1,. . . ,Xk). In this 
case elements of the sofic shift S are the labels of all b&infinite paths of G. So, r, S 
and the factor map n : r + S are presented by the graph G = (V, E, 1). 
Conversely, assume that G = (V, E, 1) is a finite graph with vertices V, edges E and 
a labeling function 1 : E + A. We define two functions: source s : E ---) V and target 
t : E --t V representing the source and the target of an edge. Suppose that every vertex 
in G lies on a bi-infinite path. That means that for every vertex v E V there are two 
edges ei,ez such that t(el) = s(e2) = v. If there are vertices in G that do not have 
that property, we will delete them (together with the edges) from G. We iterate this 
process of deleting vertices and edges until every remaining vertex in G has an edge 
“coming in” and an edge “going out”. 
Then 
r=r(G)={xEEZI x is a bi-infinite path in G } 
is a subshifi of finite type on the alphabet E defined with a two-block set {xixi+i 1 
t(xi) = s(xi+l) }. The labeling function A generates a one-block factor map IC : r --$ S 
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where S = S(G) is the sofic shift equal to the set of sequences obtained by reading 
the labels of all bi-infinite paths in G. We will call r = T(G) the couer of S = S(G) 
given with the graph G. 
Since every SFT is also a sofic shift (the identity map is a one-block factor map), 
we have that every sofic shift can be presented with a finite labeled graph (having 
every vertex lying on a bi-infinite path), and every such graph presents a sofic shift. 
We will call these graphs oft acceptors (SAs) and will refer to them as presentations 
of sofic shifts. 
Definition. A directed graph G is strongly connected if for every two vertices v and 
w there is a path from u to w. 
Definition. A sofic shift that can be presented with a strongly connected sofic acceptor 
is called irreducible. 
Sometimes we will refer to the strongly connected SA as irreducible. Note that every 
irreducible sofic shift has an irreducible cover. 
Definition. A sofic acceptor G = (V, E, A) is called deterministic or right resolving if 
Vei,ez E E, s(el) = s(ez) and n(ei) = il(ez) + ei = e2. 
In the case of deterministic SA we will write vu = w for an edge e with label a 
and s(e) = u, t(e) = w. If there is no edge with source u and label a, we will write 
ua = 0 (note here that we always assume that 0 @ V). 
Definition. Let Gi = (6, Et, At) (i = 1,2) be two sofic acceptors. A homomorphism Q, 
from Gi to G2 is a pair of functions CD” : VI + V2 and Qe : El + EZ such that 
‘v’ei E ~5, s(%(et))= @Mei)), t(@,(ei))= @Mel)) and &(ei )= M@,(4). 
In the deterministic ase @ is determined with @ : VI + V2 such that for every 
u E VI and Q E A, @(~)a = @(vu). 
We will write @J instead of @” or @=. The homomorphism @ is onto if both QV and 
Qi, are onto. 
Remark 1.4. Let ri and r, be two covers of S given with graphs Gi and Gz and rj : 
rl -+ r2 be a one-block factor map, then C#J determines an onto graph homomorphism 
@ : Gi -+ G2. The converse is also true, an onto graph homomorphism @ determines 
a one-block factor map 4. 
Beauquier [l] and Boyle et al. [3] have shown the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.5 ([l, 31). For every irreducible so@ shift S there is a unique (up to an 
isomorphism) minimal deterministic SA (DSA) G such that for every irreducible 
DSA G’ of S there is an onto graph homomorphism C$ : G’ + G. 
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Fig. 1. Two minimal deterministic presentations of the same SFT. 
The above theorem cannot be extended to the class of all sofic shifts. The example 
presented in Fig. 1. shows that even in the case of subshifts of finite type, there is no 
unique minimal DSA in the above sense. 
The SFT presented in Fig. 1 is a subshift of AZ where A = {a, b,c } and is 
determined with a 4-block set B = { aaaa, aaab, aaba, aabb, aabc, abab, abac, abba, 
abcb, abcc, acba, accb, accc, bbac, bbab, baba, bacb, bacc, bcba, bccb, cbab, cbac, ccba, 
cccb, cccc }. There is no finite set of words with length 3 in the same alphabet hat 
determines the same SFT since bab and abc are in the factor language, but babe is not. 
The two covers of this SFT, given with these presentations, are not even topologically 
conjugate, the first cover has two points with period 1 and the second cover has only 
one point with period 1 (x E r has period 1 if a(x) = x). We should note that there is a 
presentation of the same SFT with three vertices (see Fig. 2), but it is not deterministic. 
We will prove later that this SFT has no presentation with two vertices and has no 
deterministic presentation with three vertices. 
2. Automata theory 
As above, we assume that A is the finite alphabet set. The set of all finite words 
in A is denoted with A’. A subset of A* is called a language. The null word (i.e. the 
identity in A*) is 1 and A+ is the set of words with positive length. 
Definition. A Finite State Automaton is a graph determined with a 5-tuple & = 
(V,E, l,Z, T) where V is a finite set of vertices (states), E is a finite set of edges, 
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Fig. 2. A presentation of the SFT in Fig. 1 with a minimal number of vertices. 
1 : E ---) A is the labeling function, I c V is the set of initial states, and T C V is the 
set of terminal states. 
So every SA is also a finite state automaton by taking I = T = V. 
We extend 1 to a labeling function 1 : P + A* where P is the set of all finite paths 
in d in the natural way: if p = ei,..., ek is a path in d then J(p) = n(ei). ..n(ek). 
As before we consider two functions s, t : E --t V as the source and the target of an 
edge. For a finite path p = el, . . . , ek we will call s(ei ) the source of p and write s(p), 
and t(ek) will be the target of p and we will write t(p). 
A finite state automaton is called deterministic if for every vertex the outgoing edges 
are labeled distinctly. 
In the case of a deterministic finite state automaton we will use the following nota- 
tions: Let p be a path with u = s(p), w = t(p) and x = J(p). We will write KC = w 
and if there is no path starting at o with label X, we will write ax = 0. 
Definition. A language recognized by a finite state automaton d is the set 
44 = {A(P) I P E f’, S(P) E 4 t(p) E T 1. 
A language in A* for which there is a finite state automaton that recognizes it, is 
called a regular language. 
The language recognized by a finite state automaton will not be changed if we erase 
every state u in the automaton for which: (a) there is no path from an initial state to 
u, or (b) there is no path from u to a terminal state. The process of erasing such states 
is called trimming and the obtained automaton is called trimmed. From now on, we 
will always assume that our automata re trimmed. 
Definition. Let u E V. The right (left) context of u in the graph G is the set 
R(o,G) = {ASP E P, 4~) = 0, 4~) E Tl, 
V(u,G) = (~(~11~ E P, t(p) = O,S(P) E 0). 
We will write only R(u) and L(u) when G is known. 
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Definition. Let K be a language and x E A*. The right (left) context of x with respect 
to K is the set 
We will write only R(x) and L(x) when the language K is known. 
Consider the following relation on the set of vertices V: 
u N w w R(u) = R(w). 
The relation - is an equivalence and we call it the reduction on d. We construct 
the automaton &‘/_ = (VI,, E,, A,, I,, TN) where V/, is the set of equivalence classes 
of - and there is an edge e, in E, from [v] to [w] with label a iff there is an edge 
e E E with s(e) E [o], t(e) E [w] and n(e) = a. [v] E I, (T,) iff 3w E [u], w E Z(T). 
Definition. An automaton & is reduced if the equivalence classes of N are singletons. 
Note 2.1. The automaton d, is reduced, L(Jx?_) = L(d) and tfa is deterministic 
then so is &I_. 
We now show that the example of an SFT given by Fig. 1 has no deterministic 
presentation with less than 4 vertices and has no presentation with 2 vertices. 
Consider the words aa,aab,c,cb and the vertices 1, 2, 3, 4. All paths with label aa 
end at vertex 1, all paths with label aab end at vertex 2, all paths with label c end 
at vertex 3 and all paths with label cb end at vertex 4. So we have R(aa) = R( 1 ), 
R(aab) = R(2), R(c) = R(3) and R(cb) = R(4). We can note that each of R(U), R(c) 
and R(cb) has a word that is not in any other. For example aab E R(aa)\(R(c)UR(cb)). 
This means that every reduced presentation of S has at least three vertices 1’,2’, 3’, 
which are determined with the words aa,c, cb. The words au, c,cb are in the left 
contexts of 1’,2’, 3’, respectively. Where will a path with label aab end? It cannot 
end at 1’ since au E R(aa)\R(aab). It cannot end only at 2’ or only at 3’ since 
R(aab) = R(c) U R(cb). So it must be that aab E L(2’) and aab E L(3’), i.e. a path 
with label aab ends at 2’ and at 3’. Where can a path with label aab start? It cannot 
start at 2’ because aab $ R(c), and it cannot start at 3’ because aab # R(cb). So it 
must be that there is a path labeled with aab starting at 1’ and ending at 2’ and at 3’, 
but that is in contradiction with the determinism. 
Definition. A reduced finite state deterministic automaton & that has only one initial 
state is called a minimal deterministic automaton (mda) for L(d). 
The definition of graph homomorphism can be extended to a definition of automata 
homomorphism by requiring that the image of an initial state is an initial state and the 
image of a terminal state is a terminal state. The function v : d + at’/_ given with 
u H [u] is a surjective automata homomorphism. 
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We note here that for every regular language there is a unique (up to an isomor- 
phism) minimal au~maton that recognizes it (see [7]) and the minimal dete~inisti~ 
automaton has a minimal number of vertices among all deterministic automata recog- 
nizing the same language and having only one initial state. 
The mda M(L) for a language L is constructed in the following way (see [7] for the 
proof that it is the mda for L): Consider the equivalence relation on A* defined with 
x z y iff R(x) = R(y). The set of vertices (states) of M(L) is the set of equivalence 
classes of =. There is an edge in M(L) from [x] to [y] with label a iff [xu] = [y]. 
The initial state is [l] where 1 is the empty word in A* and [x] is a terminal state iff 
n E L. 
Now we will consider the regular languages that are closely related to the sofic 
shifts. 
Definition. A language L c A* is: 
l factorial if Vx, y,z E A* (xyz E L =$+ y E L), 
l prolongable if Vx E L, 3y,z E A+ yxz E L, 
l transitive if Qx, y E L, 3z E A* xzy E L. 
Every sofic acceptor is also a finite state automaton. So the language recognized by 
a sofic acceptor is regular. 
The mda for a factorial language has every state as a terminal state. 
We note here that { 1 } is a transitive language but it is not prolongable. From now 
on, whenever we refer to transitive languages, the case when the language is { 1) will 
be excluded. 
It is known (essentially in [2] and [5]) that the subshifi S is a sofic shift iff F(S) is 
a factorial prolongable and regular (FPR) language, and S is an irreducible sofic shit? 
iff F(S) is a factorial transitive and regular (FTR) language. 
Let L be an FPR language and Lo CL be an FTR language. We say that Le is a 
~ux~~a~ FTR language in L if for every FTR language K c L, LO c K implies K = Lo. 
Let G be a sofic acceptor that recognizes L. The following proposition has been proven 
in [S] (see also Lemma 2 in [12]): 
Proposition 2.2. For every maximal FTR language LO in L there is a strongly con- 
nected component (XC) in G that recognizes Lo. 
Later we will use the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.3. Let L be an FPR language. For every FTR language L’ in L there is 
a maximal FTR language in L containing L’. 
Proof. Let G be an SA that recognizes L. The proof of Proposition 2.2 shows that 
for every FTR language L’ CL there is a strongly connected component C in G such 
that L’ 5 L(C). There are a finite number of strongly connected components in G and 
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a finite number of them define languages containing L’. So there is a maximal FTR 
language among the FTR languages recognized by these see whose language contains 
L’. Let La be such a maximal anguage. Then La is maximal in L. 0 
3. Structure of a finite semigroup 
Let M be a finite monoid. Green’s relations R,L, J,H,D on M are the following: 
(1) aRb iff aM = bM, 
(2) aLb iff Ma =Mb, 
(3) aJb iff MaM =MbM, 
(4) aHb iff aRb and aLb, 
(5) aDb iff 3c aRc and cLb. 
Proposition 3.1 (in [ 111). In a Jinite monoid D = J. 
We usually draw D-classes as a box where horizontal ines are R-classes and vertical 
lines are L-classes. The intersection of R-classes and L-classes are H-classes. For an 
element x in M, the X-class containing n is denoted with X, where X is any of 
R,L,J,H,D. 
Parallel with these equivalence relations we have the quasi-order (i.e. reflexive and 
transitive) relations: 
(1) a<Rb 8 aMcbM, 
(2) a<Lb iff MacMb, 
(3) a&b iff MaM cMbM. 
If X is any of R,L, J then it is easy to see that aXb iff a <xb and b<xa. 
Proposition 3.2 (Green’s Lemma [ 1 l] and [ 151). Let a, b EM be such that aRb. There 
are u, v E M such that au = b and bv = a. Moreover, if p,, and pV are right translations 
defined with p,,(x)=xu and p,&)=xv, then pu and p. are inverse bijections from L, 
onto Lb and from Lb onto L, which preserve the H classes (Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. 
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We also have the dual version of Green’s Lemma, by substituting the relation R 
with L, L with R and right ~nslations with left ~nslations /2, and a,. 
A subset i of M is called an ideal (resp. right, left) if ~~~ c I (resp. 1. c I, 
MI c I). If a monoid has a zero element (x0 = Ox = 0) then (0) is an ideal of M. 
Proposition 3.3 (in [15]). Zf a J-class J (resp. R-class R, L-class L) has a common 
element with an ideaI I (resp. right, left) then J c I (resp. R C I, L c I). 
The ideal I in M is O-minimal if I # 0 and for every other ideal J c I either J = I 
or J = 0. 
Proposition 3.4 (in [ 151). If I is a O-minimal (resp. right, left) ideal, then for every 
nonzero element a of Z, Z \ (0) is the J-class of a (resp. R-class of a, L-class of a). 
For the alphabet A the set of all words A* is a free monoid with a generating set A 
and catenation of words as operation. 
Let L be a subset of A* and x E A*. We define context of x with respect o L to 
be C(x) = { (y,z) 1 y,z f A*, yxz E L}. 
Definition. The syntactic congruence of L is the relation: 
For every x, y E A”, x E y ti C(x) = C(y). 
The syntactic monoid Syn(L) of L is the monoid A*/,. For x E A*, the element of 
SynfL) with representative x will be written as [x]. The operation in Syn(L) is defined 
with [x] [y] = [xy]. 
Note 3.5. It is a well-known fact (see e.g. [l l] or 1151) that L is a regular language 
ifl Syn(L) is jnite. So, the factor language of euery sojc shift has a jinite syntactic 
monoid. 
Let L be a language and Syn(L) its syntactic monoid. Then q : A* 4 Syn(L) is the 
natural onto morphism defined with x I+ [xl. 
We note here that Syn(A*) is a singleton which can be regarded as a 0. In the rest 
of this section we assume that L is not equal to A*. 
Proposition 3.6. (in [2]). L CA* is a factorial language zf Syn(L) has a 0 and 
n-YSyn(L) \ (01) = L. 
Proposition 3.7. L c A’ is an FPR language tr Syn(L) has the following properties: 
(i) Syn(L) is finite. 
(ii) Syn(L) has a 0 such that q-‘(Syn(L) \ (0)) = L. 
(iii) For all nonzero elements [x] E Syn(L) there are y1, yz neither equal to 1 such 
that [YPYZI # 0. 
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Proof. Assume that L is an FPR language. Then by Note 3.5 and by Proposition 3.6, 
(i) and (ii) hold. Let [x] # 0 E Syn(L). By (ii) x E L, and there are two nonempty 
words yl and y2 so that ~13~~2 E L. Thus [ytxy2] # 0. 
Conversely, assume Syn(L) has the properties (i)-(iii). Then again, by Note 3.5 and 
Proposition 3.6, L is factorial and regular. Let x E L. Then by (ii) [x] #O and by (iii) 
there are nonempty words yl, yz in L such that [yixy2] #O. By (ii) y1xy2 EL. 0 
Proposition 3.8 (in [2]). Zf L is an FTR language, then Syn(L) has a unique O- 
minimal ideal. 
Proposition 3.9. L is an FTR language ifs Syn(L) has the following properties: 
(i) Syn(L) is finite. 
(ii) Syn(L) has a 0 such that q-‘(S’yn(L) \ (0)) = L. 
(iii) Syn(L) has a O-minimal right ideal Z such that for every nonzero x E Syn(L), 
Ix # 0. 
Proof. Beauquier [l] showed that if L is an FTR language then (i)-(iii) hold. Now 
assume that L is a subset of A* and Syn(L) satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii). By Note 
3.5 L is regular, and by Proposition 3.6 L is factorial. By Proposition 3.4, Z\ { 0 } is an 
R-class. Let R be that R-class and let x,y E L. Then by (ii) [x] and [y] are not zero. 
By (iii) there are [rx], [rY] E R such that [Y,] [x] # 0 and [r,,] [y] # 0. But R U (0) is 
a right ideal, so [r,] [x], [rY] [y] E R, i.e. [rx] [x] R [rY] [y] and [rx] [x] R [r,,]. There is 
121 E Sy@) such that [rxl [xl bl = FYI. But [rYl [rl # 0, so b-d [xl kl [YI # 0 and 
[x] [z] [y] = [xzy] # 0. By (ii) we have that xzy E L, i.e. L is transitive. Cl 
4. Synchronizing graphs 
We start this section with the definition for synchronizing presentations of sofic 
shifts. 
Definition. A sofic acceptor G = (V,E,A) is called synchronizing if for every vertex 
u E V there is a word x, E L(G) such that for every path p in G, 
4P) = & * t(p) = u. 
The word xv is called a synchronizing word for v. 
In other words, xv is a synchronizing word for v if every path in G with label x, 
ends at V. 
A strongly connected component C with a set of vertices W of an SA G = (V, E, A) 
is called initial if for every vertex w in C and every vertex v E I’, if there is a path 
from v to w then v E W. 
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Proposition 4.1. Zf G is a synchronizing SA then every initial component of G rec- 
ognizes a maximal FTR language in L(G). 
Proof. Let Co = ( VO,Eo,&) be an initial component of G. Let LO = L(C0). Then Lo 
is an FTR language and if u E VO there is a synchronizing word X, for v which is also 
in LO. Let L1 be a maximal FTR language such that LO c LI (it exists by Corollary 
2.3). By Proposition 2.2, there is a strongly connected component Ci of G such that 
L(Ct)=Li.Butx,~Li,sovisavertexinCi andCi=C,i.e.Lo=Li. Cl 
The SFT presented in Fig. 1 has a synchronizing presentation. The first presentation 
(a) is synchronizing: aa is a synchronizing word for the vertex 1, aab is synchronizing 
for 2, c is synchronizing for 3 and cb is synchronizing for the vertex 4. The second 
presentation (b) in the same figure is not synchronizing since there is no synchronizing 
word for any of the vertices in the initial component. (Note that this component rec- 
ognizes a maximal FTR language, so the converse of Proposition 4.1 does not hold.) 
The same SFT is presented nondeterministically in Fig. 2. That presentation is also 
synchronizing. 
Looking at this example, we see that a sofic shift does not have a unique homo- 
morphically minimal synchronizing presentation. Assume that the SFT represented in 
Fig. 1 has a unique homomorphically minimal presentation G. That presentation must 
have three vertices, since there is a synchronizing presentation of the same SFT with 
three vertices and there is no presentation with two vertices. Then there must be an 
onto homomorphism f from the synchronizing deterministic presentation (Fig. 1) to 
G. This means that f(vi) = f(v2) for some vi,v2 E {1,2,3,4} (vi # VZ). But for any 
choice of vi and vz, collapsing vi and vz would lead to a presentation of a different 
sofic shift. 
Let Gi and Gz be two presentations of a sofic shift S. If @ : Gi + G2 is an onto 
graph homomorphism we will write G2 5 Gr. We write Gi = G2 if @ is both l-l and 
onto homomorphism. In that case we will consider Gi and GZ as equal, i.e. modulo 
=, 5 is a partial ordering. Equivalently, if Zi and Zz are the covers given with Gi 
and Gz, respectively, 4 : rl + TZ is a one-block factor map determined with @ and 
we will write Z2 5 Zi. Zi = Z2 if Zr is topologically conjugate to Z2 via a one-block 
factor map. 
Let 55’ be a collection of presentations of a sofic shift S. The presentation G in %? is 
q-minimal if for every presentation G’ in $9, G’ 5 G + G’ = G. If for every G’ in 
V, G 5 G’ then we say that G is a unique w-minimal element of %?. 
Let 99(S) be the class of all deterministic presentations of a sofic shift S, and 
99(S) be the class of all synchronizing presentations of S. Considering the example 
in Fig. 1, we conclude: 
Proposition 4.2. There is a soft shift S such that 
(i) 99(S) has no unique 9%minimal element, 
(ii) 99(S) has no unique YP-minimal element. 
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Theorem 1.5 refers to the class of irreducible deterministic presentations of an irre- 
ducible sofic shift. By that theorem, this class has a unique minimal element. So the 
example above shows that we cannot extend Theorem 1.5 to the class 99 or the class 
9.9 of sofic shifts even for subshifts of finite type. 
This motivates us to investigate the synchronizing deterministic presentations (SPD) 
of sofic shifts. We will call this class of presentations 9’99’. 
We end this section with the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.3. Let G be an SA and G’ be the reduced SA of G. If G is synchro- 
nizing then so is G’. 
Proof. If xv is a synchronizing word for O, then every path in G’ labeled x, must end 
at [u]. q 
5. Synchronizing deterministic presentations 
Let G = ( V, E, A) be a sofic acceptor. The graph G’ = (V’, E’, I’) is called a subgraph 
of G if V’ c V, every edge e E E with s(e), t(e) E V’ is also in E’ and 1’ = 1IE’. 
Definition. The subgraph G’ of G is called a terminal subgraph of G if for every 
v’ E V’ and every a E A, if there is an edge e in G with s(e) = V’ and J(e) = a then 
t(e) E V’. 
Lemma 5.1 ([5]). If G is a reduced DSA then G has a synchronizing vertex. 
Let T(G) be the subgraph of the DSA G determined with the set of synchronizing 
vertices. By Lemma 5.1, T(G) is not empty. 
Lemma 5.2. The graph T(G) is a terminal subgraph of G. 
Proof. Let v be a synchronizing vertex in G and n, its synchronizing word. If va = w 
in G then x,a is a synchronizing word for w. Cl 
Let L be an FPR language and & be its minimal deterministic automaton with a 
unique initial state s. By the construction of J, for the words n and y in L, sx = sy 
iff R(x, L) = R( y, L). So R(sx, 4) = R(x, L). 
Let G be a DSA for L and let u be a vertex in T(G) with synchronizing word x,. 
Then 
y E R(u, G) iff y E R&L). 
So for every synchronizing word x, for V, 
R(v, G) = R(x,, L) = R(sx,, A). (*I 
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This observation allows us to state the theorem that will lead us to the main result 
in this section. 
Theorem 5.3. Let G be a reduced DSA for an FPR language L and &Z be the 
minimal deterministic automaton of L. Then there is an isomorphism from T(G) to 
a terminal subautomaton of T(A). 
Proof. Let W be the set of vertices of T(G). Define 4 : T(G) --t ~2 such that for a 
w E W, 4(w) = $ iff R(w) = R(G). By (*), 4 is a function. We can define 4 also 
with: 4(w) = $ iff sx, = D for every synchronizing word x, of w where s is the 
unique initial state of k. By the equalities in (*) and the fact that .M, G and so T(G) 
are reduced, $J is well defined and injective. 
Now we show that 4 is a homomorphism: Let w E W and wa = w’ in T(G). Then 
for every synchronizing word x, of w, xwa is synchronizing for w’. Let sx,a = w’. 
The vertex w’ does not depend on the choice of x, since for every synchronizing x,, 
R(x,) = R(sx,) and &? is reduced. So &w’) = 18, i.e. &w)a = &wa). 
Thus 4 is an injective homomorphism onto its image, i.e. is isomorphic to its image. 
Let p be the subgraph of &? that is the image of T(G). To finish the proof, we need 
to show that f is a terminal subgraph and is synchronizing in A. Let F& be the set of 
vertices that is the image of W under 4 and let D E F@. Assume 9a # 0, i.e. tia = w’. 
There is a w E W such that 4(w) = ti. Let x, be synchronizing for w. By the definition 
of 4, sx, = 6. Since every state in JZ is a terminal state, x,a E L, so x,a is a synchro- 
nizing word in G and wa # 0, i.e. $(wa) = w’. Thus T is a terminal subgraph of M. 
We end the proof by showing that f is synchronizing in JZ: Let + E fi and 
4(w) = B and let x, be a synchronizing word for w. Assume that ux, # 0 for some 
vertex v in .H. Then there is a y E L such that sy = u. So yx, E L is synchronizing 
in G for the vertex w. Thus syx, = 3 = 4(w). 0 
Corollary 5.4. If G is a reduced SDP of a soft shift S, then G is isomorphic to 
T(d), where J&? is the minimal dfa for F(S). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.3 we only need to show that for every vertex in T(A) there is a 
pre-image vertex in G. Let $ be a synchronizing vertex in _M and x~ its synchronizing 
word. Then x~ E F(S), so there is a vertex w in G so that WXG # 0. Let w’ = wx+ 
But G is isomorphic to a terminal subautomaton f T(M), so there is a vertex $’ in 
T(M) that is an image of w’. Since x~ is synchronizing, it must be that I? = ti’, i.e. 
W’HG. q 
This last Corollary 5.4 together with Note 2.1 and Proposition 4.3 imply the follow- 
ing theorem: 
Theorem 5.5. If a sojic shift has a synchronizing deterministic presentation then it 
has a unique 9’9%minimal one. 
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We end this section with the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.6. If Y’g(5’) is not empty then 9’9W(S) is not empty, i.e. if a sojic shif 
has a synchronizing presentation then it has a synchronizing deterministic presenta- 
tion. 
Proof. Let G = (V, E, A) be a synchronizing presentation of S. Let X, be a synchro- 
nizing word for the vertex u E Y. Then R(x,) = R(u). Consider the minimal deter- 
ministic automaton J?’ for L(G). Define G’ = (V’,E’, A’) to be the subgraph of .,& = 
( VM, EM, AM) determined with the vertices 
V’ = { v’ E V, 13~ E V, 3y E L(G), [xJy = u’ }, 
where [x”] denotes the equivalence class of words with the same right contexts as x,. 
We note that for every v in V, [xv] is in V’ since 1 E L(G). 
We will show that G’ is an SDP for S. As a subgraph of A, G’ is deterministic. 
It is obvious that L(G’) CL(G). Let y EL(G). There are vertices ur, v2 E V and a path 
from vt to u2 with label y. Then x,,, y EL(G) and [x:,, ]y # 0 in G’. Thus L(G’) = L(G). 
We end the proof by showing that G’ is sync~onizing. For every y in L(G), if 
yx, E L(G) then [x0] = [yx”]. Let u’ E V’ be such that V’X, # 0. There is a w E V 
and y E L(G) such that [xw]y = u’. Thus [x,,,]yx, = [xwyxV] = [xv] = v’x,. So x, is 
synchronizing for [xv], By the definition of V’, for every v’ E V’ there are y and [xv] 
such that [x& = u’. So, x,y is a synchronizing word for 0’. q 
6. Some classes of sofic shifts that have SDP 
In the previous section we saw that if a sofic shift has an SP then it has an SDP 
and the class 5799 has a unique ~~~-minimal one. Not every sofic shift has a 
synchronizing presentation. There are some very simple examples of sofic shifts that 
do not. In Fig. 4 is presented the graph of the minimal deterministic automaton for an 
FPR language. The initial state is the vertex 1. The synchronizing part of it (consisting 
of only one vertex, the vertex 2 and synchronizing word b) does not recognize the 
whole language, so by Corollary 5.4 there is no SDP that recognizes the same language. 
Still, there are three important classes of sofic shifts that have SDPs. They are 
subshifts of finite type, irreducible shifts and nonwandering shifts. 
Subshifts of jinite type and SDPs: Let B be a finite set of words with length k 
in alphabet A and r be an SFT determined with B. We will construct a presentation 
G = (V, E, A) of f that is s~c~o~zing and deterministic. 
The following construction is a well-known construction of a presentation of a sub- 
shift of finite type (see for example [19, pp. 198-2011). Here we just note that it is 
synchronizing and deterministic. 
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Fig. 4. A sofic shift that does not have a synchronizing deterministic presentation. 
Set V = k-l, E = B and I(ar . ..uk) = Uk, The source and the target of e = ai . ..ak 
are defined with s(e) = (al,...,&-_l) and t(e) = (a&...,&). We trim G to get a sofic 
acceptor. 
Proposition 6.1. F(T) = L(G). 
Proof. Let ai . . . a, E F(T). Then there is x E r such that 
x=( . . . . X0,@, . . . . Gl,&t+l,**~ 1. 
Then X-k-2 . . .XOUI, X-k-3 . . .xoulu2,. . . ,a,,-k+l . . . a, is a path in G with label ai . . . a,. 
So F(T) c L(G). 
Opposite: every bi-infinite path in G is of the form 
. . . , (u--k+1 . ..Uo).(U-k+2...Ul),...,(U,pk+l...U,),... 
with label . . . UOU~ . . .a,. . . which by the definition of G is in r. 0 
Proposition 6.2. G is synchronizing and deterministic. 
Proof. Every vertex (~2, . . . , ak) has a synchronizing word ai . . . (Ik E B. For a Vertex 
V = (al,..., ak- 1) in G and a given a E A there is at most one edge ai . . . ak- la. The 
source of that edge is u and the label is a. Cl 
Thus every subshift of finite type has a unique Y!&Y-minimal presentation. 
Irreducible soft shifts and SDPs: Here we will deduce Theorem 1.5 from the 
first section and will show that the minimal irreducible deterministic presentation is 
synchronizing. 
In Section 2 we noted that S is an irreducible sofic shift iff F(S) is an FTR language. 
Let S be an irreducible sofic shift and G = (I’, E, A) a reduced DSA for S. 
Lemma 6.3. T(G) is irreducible (i.e. strongly connected). 
Proof. Let u and u’ be two synchronizing vertices in G with x, and xv! as their 
synchronizing words. Since F(S) is an FTR language, there is a word y such that 
xVyxVt EF(S). Thus oyx”/ = u’. 0 
Lemma 6.4. L(T(G)) = F(S). 
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Proof. Obviously L( T(G)) c F(S). Let y E F(S) and u be a vertex in T(G) with 
synchronizing word x,. Since F(S) is transitive, there is z such that x,zy E F(S). But 
T(G) is a terminal subgraph of G, so vzy # 8, i.e. F(S) C L(T(G)). 0 
Lemma 6.5. Zf G is an irreducible DSA then T(G) = G. 
Proof. Obvious, since T(G) is terminal and G irreducible. 0 
The following lemma is also shown in [l] as a consequence of Theorem 1.5. Here 
we show that it is true independently of Theorem 1.5 and it can be used in deducing 
Theorem 1.5. 
Lemma 6.6. Let .&’ be the minimal deterministic automaton for F(S). Then Jt has 
only one terminal irreducible component. 
Proof. Let Ci and C, be two terminal irreducible components of M. Then L(Ci ) and 
L(C2) are subsets of L(A). Let XEL(JZ). Let yi and y2 be words in L(M) such that 
syi is a vertex in Ci (i = 1,2, and s is the unique initial state in A). Since L(4) 
is transitive, there are zl and z2 such that yizix, y2zzx E L(A). But Ci and CZ are 
terminal, so xEL(Ci) nL(C2), i.e. L(Ci) = L(C2) = L(d). 
Let Vj be the set of vertices of Cj (i = 1,2). Let w E T(d) and x, be its syn- 
chronizing word. Since L(J) is factorial, x,,, EL(&). But L(Ci ) = L(C2) = L(d) so 
x,,,cL(Ci) (i = 1,2), i.e. WE Vi n I$. By the irreducibility of Ci and C2, Vi = Vz and 
c, =c2. 0 
Corollary 6.7. (Theorem 1.5 ([ 1,3])). Every irreducible sojc shzft has a unique ho- 
momorphically minimal irreducible deterministic presentation and that presentation is 
also unique minimal synchronizing. 
Proof. By Lemmas 6.3-6.6, and Theorem 5.3, T(4) is the presentation that is homo- 
morphically minimal, irreducible, deterministic and synchronizing. 0 
Nonwandering soft shifts and SDPs: We end this section by considering the case 
when S is a nonwandering sofic shift. 
Definition. An FPR language L c A* is called nonwandering if for every x EL there is 
a word y such that xyx~ L. 
A sofic shift S is called nonwandering if F(S) is nonwandering. 
Note 6.8. Zf L is nonwandering, for every x EL and every k 2 0 there is y EL such 
that x is a factor of y k times. 
In this section we will show that each nonwandering sofic shift has an SDP. 
The following theorem is probably one of the “folk’s” theorems, but in the absence 
of a reference and for the sake of completeness we present it here. 
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Theorem 6.9. Every nonwandering sofic shift can be presented with a graph contain- 
ing only nonconnected irreducible components. 
Proof. Let G be a presentation of a nonwandering sofic shit? S. We will construct a 
presentation G’ of S that contains only not connected irreducible components, i.e. if 
Cr and C2 are two different irreducible components in G’ then they are not 
connected. 
Let K be the set of words x in F(S) such that there are vertices v, w in G that 
do not belong to the same irreducible component and vx = w. We will show that for 
every word x E K there is an irreducible component C, of G such that XEL(C,). 
Let x E K. The set H = { (v, w) 1 vx = w, v and w do not belong to the same 
irreducible component} is finite. Let k be the cardinality of H. By Note 6.8 there is 
a word y in F(S) that has x as a factor more than k times. If Ci and C2 are two 
irreducible components of G and there is a path from Cr to C2, then there is no path 
from C2 to Ci . So for every (v, w) E H a path with label y can not go twice through 
both vertices v and w. Thus there must be two vertices vr and 02 belonging to the 
same irreducible component and vrx = ~2, i.e. there is an irreducible component C, 
such that x E L( C,). 
Construct G’ from G by erasing every edge e that has the property that s(e) and t(e) 
belong to different components. By the above argument we have that L(G) = L(G’) 
and G’ is a presentation that contains only nonconnected irreducible components. 0 
Lemma 6.10. Let Ll,Lz,L3 be FTR languages. ZfLl c L2UL3 then L3 c L2 or L1 c L3. 
Proof. Assume that x2 E L1 \ L3 and x3 E L1 \ L2. Since L1 is an FTR language, there 
is y such that ~2~x3 E Ll, i.e. ~2~x3 E L3 U L3, i.e. x3 E L3 or x2 E L3, which is in 
contradiction with our assumption. Thus L1 \ Lz = 0 or L1 \ L3 = 0. 0 
Note 6.11. It can be proved, similarly to Lemma 6.10, that if an FTR L is a subset 
of a union of a finite collection of FTR languages then there is an FTR language in 
that collection that contains L entirely. 
Theorem 6.12. For every nonwandering soft shift S there is a synchronizing deter- 
ministic presentation. 
Proof. Let G be a presentation of S that contains only nonconnected irreducible com- 
ponents (G exists by Theorem 6.9). Let G’ be a presentation of S obtained by erasing 
every irreducible component of G that recognizes an FTR which is not maximal. Then 
L(G’) = L(G) = F(S) and by Lemma 6.10 (and Note 6.11) irreducible components of 
G’ recognize different maximal FTR languages, i.e. for every irreducible component C 
of G’ there is a word XC such that xc E L(C) but xc q! F(S) \ L(C). By Lemma 6.5 
and Proposition 2.3 every maximal FTR language in F(S) has an irreducible SDP. Let 
G” be the presentation obtained from G’ such that for every maximal FTR LO in 
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F(S), the irreducible component of G’ that recognizes LO is substituted with the irre- 
ducible SDP of LO. 
We show that G” is synchronizing: Let v be a vertex in G” and C the irreducible 
component containing v. Let x, be the synchronizing word for v in C. Since L(C) is 
an FTR language, there is y such that z = xcyx, EL(C). Then z is synchronizing for 
v for the entire G”. 0 
Theorem 6.12 shows that nonwandering sofic shifts have synchronizing deterministic 
presentations and so nonwandering sofic shifts have unique Yap-minimal presentation. 
7. Minimal number of vertices of SDPs 
The concept of a minimal presentation with respect to the relation 5 is natural 
and canonical, but one can also consider minimal presentations in terms of number of 
vertices, i.e. a presentation is minimal if it has the minimum number of vertices. In that 
sense, considering the example in Fig. 1, there is a sofic shift with no unique minimal 
deterministic presentation. By the same example we see that the minimal synchronizing 
deterministic presentation is not minimal in terms of number of vertices, since there is 
a presentation with three vertices (Fig. 2). 
In this section we will see a condition when the minimal synchronizing deterministic 
presentation of a sofic shift is also minimal in terms of the number of states. That 
condition will be given using the concept of right context of a vertex. 
Let RI,... . . . ,q+,} 
is a good set for W if for every i = l,..., k, x& E Ri and for every i, j (i # j) such 
that l<i,j<k, {xR,,xR,} @ RifIRj. 
One obvious case when W does not have a good set is when there is Ri and Z = 
{iI,..., is } such that i 9 Z and 
Ri = URj. (*) 
jU 
Another clear case when W always has a good set is when for every i = 1,. . , 
4 C URj. (**) 
i#i 
The condition (**) is only stdlicient for W to have a good set, but it is not necessary. 
Also, the condition (*) is only sufficient for W not to have a good set. The question 
remains as to what is the necessary and sufficient condition for W to have a good set. 
Theorem 7.1. Let G = (V, E, 2) be an SDP for a sojic shift S and 8 = {R(v) 1 v E V }. 
If 9 has a good set then G has a minimal number of vertices, i.e. if G’ = (V’,E’, 2’) 
is another presentation of S then 1 V( < 1 V’(. Moreover, if (VI = I V’I then G 3 G’. 
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Proof. Let G’ be another presentation of S and X be a good set for 9. For a vertex 
v E V we can choose a synchronizing word m, and a word x, E X such that x, E R(v). 
Then m,x, E F(S). There is a path p = p1 p2 in G’ with l’(p) = m,n,, AI = m, and 
A’(p2) = x,. Let w, = t(p1) = 4~2). Define f : V --+ V’ with f(v) = w,. We show 
that f is an injection. Assume f(vi) = f(vz), so w,, = w,,. Then mv,xV2,mUZxV, E 
F(S), i.e. {xv,, x,, } E R(q) n R(Q) which is a contradiction to the property of a 
good set. 
Let 1 VI = 1 V’I. The argument above also shows that every synchronizing word m, 
for a vertex v E V is also synchronizing for f(v) E V’. So, the function f is a bijection 
and G’ is synchronizing. We see that G’ is deterministic too. Let ei, e2 be two edges in 
V’ such that s(ei) = s(e2) = f(v) and n’(ei) = n’(e2) = a. Then m,a is synchronizing 
for vu in G. So m,a is synchronizing for f(va) in G’. If p is a path in G’ with label 
m,a then t(p) = f(w) = t(el) = t(ez), i.e. ei = e2. By Theorem 5.5, G and G’ are 
isomorphic. Cl 
Proposition 7.2. Let G = ( V, E, A) be a sofic acceptor and suppose W = {R(v) ) 
v E V } satisjes (*). Then there is a sojic acceptor G’ = (V’,E’, A’) presenting the 
same sofic shift and 1 V’I < ( VI. 
Proof. Let W c V and v E V \ W be such that R(v) = UwEW R(w). We construct 
G’ = (V’, E’, I’) from G in the following way: V’ = V \ {u}, we erase every edge e 
with t(e) = v and we add edges e, for every w E W such that s(e,) =s(e), t(e,,,) =w 
and A’(e,) = A(e). We also erase every edge with source u. With this construction 
L(G) = L(G’). If G’ is not a sofic acceptor, then we trim G’ by iterating the process 
of erasing every vertex that does not have an edge coming in and an edge going out. 
Since L(G) =L(G’) is an FPR language, trimming G’ does not change the language. 
Theorem 7.1 gives only a sufficient condition when an SDP G has also a minimal 
number of vertices. We hope that this condition is both sufficient and necessary. We 
believe that finding a necessary and sufficient condition for a collection 9 to have a 
good set will be very helpful in solving the problem when an SDP has a minimal 
number of vertices. 
We end this section with a note that the collection of left contexts Y = {L(u) I v E 
V } of the set of vertices V of an SDP satisfies (**). So _Y has a good set. The 
good set can be chosen by choosing one synchronizing word for every vertex. A direct 
consequence of Theorem 7.1 is the following proposition: 
Corollary 7.3. Let G be a presentation of a soft shift such that both Y and 9 have 
a good set, then G is a presentation with a minimal number of vertices. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.1. Cl 
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8. Syntactic semigroup of a sofic shift with SDPs 
If L is a factor language of the full shift A”, then L = A* and the syntactic monoid 
of L is a singleton. The full shift A” can be presented with a graph containing only one 
vertex. That presentation is deterministic and synchronizing. In the rest of this section 
we assume that L # A*. 
Let G = (V, E,1) be a reduced synchronizing deterministic presentation of a sofic 
shift S. Let F(S) = L(G) = L. An element of Syn(L) with representative x will be 
denoted [x]. By Proposition 3.6, XEL iff [x] # 0. 
Let Ci = (Vi,Ei,Ai) (i= l,..., k) be the initial irreducible components of G. Define 
Vi to be the set of all vertices in G connected to I$, i.e. 
Vi={vEVI3UiEJ$,YXxEL, UiX=v}. 
We fix Vi E Vj and a synchronizing word mi for ai. 
Define @i : Pi -+ Syn(L) with VWE Vi, 
@i(W) = [miXI iff UiX = W. 
Lemma 8.1. @i is a well-dejned one-to-one function. 
Proof. Assume that XI ,x2 EL are such that uixr = UiX2 = W. Let zi,z:! E A*. Then 
zlmixlz2EL ti WZ~ # 0 and ZlmiEL 
(since mi is synchronizing * Zlllli is synchronizing) 
H ZlmiX2Z2 EL. 
well defined. 
that @i(Wi) = ai( Let Uix = ~1 and uiy = ~2. [mix] 
Thus for every mixz EL iff EL. So wlz # 0 iff w2z # 8. means 
that right context equal to the right context of ~2. But G is reduced, 
=w2. 0 
Note WI, the same irreducible then WI E Pi =+ 
VV2 E Vi. 
Let Zi = @pi(Pi) U (0). 
Lemma 8.3. Zi is a right ideal in Syn(L). 
Proof. Let [y] E Syn(L). For every [mix] E Zi either [mixy] = 0, equivalently @J,:’ 
([mixy]) = 8 or [mixy] # 0, equivalently ViXy # 8 which implies [mixy] E Zi. Thus 
ZiSyn(L) C Zi. 0 
Lemma 8.4. For any two vertices ~1, w2 in Vi, WI, w2 belong to the same irreducible 
component of G ifs @i(Wl ) and @i(Wz) belong to the same R-class in Zi. 
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ProOf. Let [mix] = @i(Wi) and [mi_~] = Qjj(W2). 
s- Elements [mix] and [miy] are in the same R-class iff there are zi and z2 such that 
[mix][zi] = [miy] and [miy][rz] = [mix]. Since WI and w2 belong to the same irreducible 
component, here is zi such that wizi = ~2. SO Uinl= t+y= ~2, i.e. [miX][Zt] = [miy]. 
Simil~ly, there is a z2 such that wtzt =wi, and [~~y][z~]=~~j~]. 
-+ If @i(wi) and Qii(w2) belong to the same R-class, there are zi and zz such 
that @j(w1)[~1] = @ii and @j(w2)[~2] = Qpj(w1). This means [mixzi] = [miy] and 
[miyz2] = [mix], i.e. ~1~1 =WZ and ~2~2 =WI. 0 
By Proposition 3.3, the right ideal 1i is a union of R-classes. Lemma 8.4 says that 
there is a correspondence b tween the R-classes of the right ideal 4 and the irreducible 
components determined by Bi. Since 4 is one-to-one onto its image, the correspon- 
dence is actually a bijection between the elements of an R-class and the vertices of an 
irreducible component in G. 
Lemma 8.5. The D-classes that have a common element with Ii are ~-triuia~. 
Proof. Let [mix]H [miy]. Then there is a [p] in Syn(L) such that [p][mix] = [miy]. 
That means that pmix E L, and uix = Viy. Since [mix] R [miy], both are elements of 
1i and [mix] = @j(ujx) = @i(viy) = [miy]. This shows that R-classes in Zi have trivial 
H-classes. 
Let 4 be a D-class intersecting Zj and let Ri =r>i n&. If Hi is an H-class in r>i then 
by Green’s Lemma (dual to the Proposition 3.2) Hi is isomorphic to some Hi’ c Ri.0 
Lemma 8.6. Let rn{ # mi be different synchronizing words for vi and let @I be defined 
via rn:. Then for every WE Vi, @i(w) and @i(w) belong to the same L-class of Syn(L). 
The converse is also true. If [y] is in the L-ciuss of G+(w) then there is a synchronizing 
word mf of ui dejning a function @i : Pi --+ Syn(L) such that y(w) = [y]. 
Proof. Let nix = w. Then @i(w) = [mix] and @i(w) = [mix]. We need to show that 
[mix] L [mix]. Let vf be a vertex in Vi such that t$rni = Vi. There is a word y in L such 
that riy = ui (see Fig. 5). Then [mipixx] # 0 and for all zt,z2 EA*, 
.qmjy&iE;?EL#zlmiEL and WZ~ # 8 
(since 1)zi, ml are synchronizing for Uj) 
*Zl??ljXZ2EL. 
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So, [miy][m$] = [mix]. Similarly, there is a y’ such that [miy’][mix] = [MIX]. Thus 
[mi.X]L [m{X]* 
Conversely, let w E Vi and G;(w) = [mix]L [y]. First we will show that mix and y 
are synchronizing words for the same vertex W. Let v be a vertex in V such that y 
belongs to its left context, i.e. y E L(v). Since G is reduced, if v # W, then R(v) # 
R(w). Assume that ZER(V). Since [mix]L [y], there is u such that [u][mix] =[y]. But 
yz EL so it must be that umixz EL, i.e. wz # 0. So, z E R(w) and R(v)\R(w) = 8. 
Now assume that z CR(W) and v’y = v. Since G is synchronizing, there is a synchro- 
nizing word ni for v’. SO niy E L and niumix E L. But wz # 0, implies that niUmiXz EL 
and niyzeL, i.e. vz # 0. Thus R(w)=R(v), i.e. w=v. 
Let mf =umi. Define @I : Vi -+ Sp(L) such that for every v E Pi, @{(u)=[m~X] iff 
ViX=V. Then @[(W)=[mjx]=[um;x]=[u][mix]=[y]. 0 
Lemmas 8.4-8.6 show US that by changing vi or mi in the definition of @i we just 
move along the L-classes inside the same D-classes determined by @;(Vi). By Green’s 
Lemma (Proposition 3.2) we see that the right ideal Zi determined by @f via v: and 
rni is bijective to Zi. 
The following Lemmas 8.7 and 8.8 show some of the properties of the right ideals 
Zi (i=l,...,k). 
Lemma 8.7. Zf [xl, [y] E& and [x] # 0 then 
Exl MYI =+- [xl = [Yl. 
Proof. Let [mix’]= [x] and [miy’] = [y]. Then 
[miX’]<L[??tiy’] H 3[2], [miX’]=[Z][miJJ’]=[Zmi_Y’]. 
Thus for all u E A*, 
miX’U E L 9 Zmiy’U E L. 
If w1 =@;‘([x]) and ~2 =@,:‘([y]), then for every UEA*, wiu # 0 ti wzu # 0, i.e. 
R(wl)=R(w2). But G is reduced, so wI =wz, i.e. [x]=[y]. 0 
Lemma 8.8. For all [xl, [y] Eli, [xy] # 0 + [x][y] =[y] 
Proof. Let [xl, [y] c/i be such that [xy] # 0. Then [xy]<,$y], and by Lemma 8.7, 
byI= [Yl. q 
Let w E vi n rj (i # j). Then the irreducible component of w belongs to both Vi 
and vj. So @i(w) = [mix] for some x and @j(W)= [mjy] for some y. The following 
two propositions how some of the relationship between Zi and Zj, 
Proposition 8.9. (a) [mix] and [mjy] belong to d@erent D-classes of Syn(L). 
(b) For all ZEA*, [mix][z] # 0 ti [miy][z] # 0. 
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Proof. (a) Since mi and mj are synchronizing words, any left or right extension of mi 
can never contain mj and vice versa. (mi and mj can be “seen” only in components Ci 
and Cj, respectively.) Thus for every zi,zz EA*, [zimjyzz] # [mix], i.e. [mjy] go [mix] 
and [mix1 go [mjyl. 
(b) [mix][z] # 0 ti mixzEL ti wz # 8 ti mjyzEL ti [mjy][z] # 0. q 
We note here that the proof of part (a) in Proposition 8.9 also shows that there is 
no D-class in Syn(L) that meets Zi and Zj both. 
Let w E Vi ~7 Fj and W = { v E V 1 St, wx = v }. Let Zi(w) = @i( IV) U (0) and 
Ij(W)‘@j( W) U (0). 
Proposition 8.10. Zi(w) and Zj(w) ure isomorphic right ideals of Syn(L). 
Proof. The fact that Zi(w) and Zj(w) are right ideals can be proved in the same way 
as in the proof of Lemma 8.3. We will show first that for every [xi], [x2] E Zi(w) 
the product [x1x2] is 0. By the definition of @i, [xi] = [mix;] and [x2] = [mix;]. Let 
wi =@;‘([xi]) and w2=@i’([x2]). Both wi and wz belong to W which is a subset of 
Vi and Tj. If [x1x2] # 0 then [mix;mixi] # 0 which means that wimixi # 8. And that 
is a contradiction to the fact that mi is a synchronizing word for a vertex in an initial 
component Ci that does not have a common vertex with pj. 
NOW we define an isomorphism II/ : Zi(w) + Zj(w) with the following: 
J/u~l)=[Yl @ @i’w)=@;‘([Yl). 
The definition is equivalent to 
Wxl)=[~l iff bd* (bzl # 0 * [YZI # 0). 
It is easy to see that JI is a bijection, and by the above comment 0 = ~,k([xixz]) = 
[yi][y2] = 0, i.e. $ is a morphism. Moreover, if [z] is a nonzero element in Syn(L) 
then @~‘(~([xz]))=@~‘([xz])=@~l([x])z=@~i(~([x]))z. Thus, $([xz])=$([x])[z]. 
0 
Proposition 8.11. Let I=& Zi. Then Z is a right ideal of Syn(L) such that: 
(a) For all nonzero [x] E Syn(L), Z[x] # 0. 
(b) For all [xl, [rl GA Mrl # 0 * [xl[~l= [VI. 
Proof. The union of right ideals is a right ideal, so Z is a right ideal. 
(a) Let [x] # 0. Then XE L and there is a vertex v in V such that ux # 0. There is 
a 8, such that UE Pi. Let @i(v)=[miy]. Thus [miy][x] # 0. 
(b) Let [x] EZ~ and [y] EZ~. Since Pi n Vj = 0 and [mi] is a synchronizing word for 
V; E F’i, [x][Y] = [mix’][mjy’] = 0. Thus [x][Y] # 0 implies that [x], [y] E Zi for some i. 
Now the proof follows immediately by Lemmas 8.7 and 8.8. •i 
Proposition 8.12. Zf J is a right ideal satisfying Proposition 8.11(a) and (b), then 
there is a bijection $ : Z -+ J. 
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Proof. By Proposition 8.1 l(a), for every [mi]~Z there is an [nil E J such that [nimi] # 
0. SO nimi EL and nimi is a synchronizing word for vi. We choose one ni for each mi 
and define II/ : Z + J such that [mix] H [nimix] and $(O)=O. 
Then II/ is well defined because the Zi’s are mutually disjoint (a direct consequence 
of Proposition 8.9(a)) and we can see that $ is bijective. 
We show fhst that $ is one-to-one: Let [nimix] = [njmjy]. Since the left context 
of nimi contains a word with mi as a factor, and SO does the left context of njmj, it 
must be that i= j. Let vix=wi and Oiy= ~2. Then Qz EA* nirnixz,E L iff Vixz # 8 iff 
wiz # 0. So R(wl)=R(wz). Since G is reduced, wi =wz and [mix]=[miy]. 
Now we show that II/ is onto: Let [y] E J. Since Z[y] # 0 there is [mix] EZ such that 
[mixy] # 0. #([mixy])= [nimixy]. But [nil E J and J is a right ideal, SO [nimix] E J. 
Since J satisfies the property (b) in Proposition 8.11, [nimixy] = [nimix][y] = [y]. 0 
Now we can state the main result in this section which will give an intrinsic char- 
acterization of the sofic shifts that have a synchronizing deterministic presentation. 
Theorem 8.13. A soft shift S has a synchronizing deterministic presentation if the 
syntactic monoid Syn(F(S)) has a right ideal Z such that: 
(a) For all nonzero [x] E Syn(F(S)), Z[x] # 0. 
(b) For all Id, [VI ~1, if [xl[rl # 0 then bl[~l= 1~1. 
Proof. By Proposition 8.11, we have already shown that if S has an SDP then the 
monoid Syn(F(S)) has the properties (a) and (b). 
Let L =F(S), and assume that Syn(L) has a right ideal that satisfies the conditions 
(a) and (b) stated in the theorem. We will construct a synchronizing deterministic 
presentation of S. Define G(Z) to be a graph with the set of vertices Z and set of edges 
EI determined with 
Er={([xl,a,[xal)I[xlEZ, aEA, M fo). 
The source, target and the label of the edges are defined with s([x],a, [xa]) = [xl, 
t([x], a, [xa]) = [xa] and A([x], a, [xa]) = a. By the construction of G(Z), L(G(Z)) c L 
and G(Z) is deterministic. 
Now we show that L C L(G(Z)). If x E L then [x] # 0 in Syn(L). By condition (a) 
there is [y]~l such that [y][x] # 0. Then [y&x # 0 in G(Z). 
We see that G(Z) is synchronizing. Let y E L be such that [y] EZ. Then, by condition 
(b), for every [x] EZ if [x][y] # 0 then [x][y]= [y]. So [x]y= [y] in G(Z), i.e. y is a 
synchronizing word for [y]. 
For every vertex there is an edge “coming in” because very vertex has a synchro- 
nizing word, and every vertex has an edge “going out” since L is right prolongable. 
Thus G(Z) is a sofic acceptor. 0 
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Fig. 6. 
The following theorem says that every ideal in @n(L) that has the properties (a) 
and (b) above, determines a unique (up to an isomorphism) synchronizing deterministic 
presentation of S. 
Theorem 8.14. Zf J is a right ideal of Syn(L) satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) 
above, then the presentations G(Z) and G(J) are isomorphic. 
Proof. The from Proposition 8.12 with Il/([mix]) 
where is chosen from such [nimi] # 0. Let a E A. By definition 
G(J), $([mix])a Thus, $ is an isomorphism on 
graphs. 0 
An example 
In this section we will present an example that will illustrate Theorem 8.13 from 
the previous section. In Fig. 6 is presented a subshift of finite type. The reader can 
easily verify that the presentation is the minimal synchronizing deterministic one. The 
synchronizing words for the vertices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are ac, aca, ccc, ab, aba 
and bb, respectively. The alphabet is A = { a, b, c }. Every word in A* can be viewed 
as a function from the set of vertices into itself (see [ 151). Two words belong to the 
same class of the syntactic semigroup if they represent the same function. There is an 
algorithm [15, Ch. 3, Section 21 for calculating the syntactic semigroup of a regular 
language and determining the equivalence classes defined with the Green’s relations. 
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+ 0 ccc 
Fig. 7. The structure of the syntactic semigroup. 
Follo~ng that algo~t~ we can find the syntactic semigroup: 
Generators: a, b, c 
Relations: 
MI = bc = acb = bat = bba = cba = accc = ccac = cccb = 0, 
bb = bbb, ebb = cb, abab = ab, cccaba = mea, 
acac = ac, acab = act, baba = ba, 
accb = cb, cccc = ccc, accab = act. 
The structure of the syntactic semigroup is presented in Fig. 7 (the squared brackets 
around each element are omitted, the elements marked with “*” are the idempotents). 
There are two initial components in the presentation in Fig. 6, so we can define 
two maps 91 : { 1,2,4,5,6} -+ Syn(L) and Ca, : ( 3,4, $6 ) -+ Syn(L). Choose the 
vertex 1 with the synchronizing word ac to define @I, and choose vertex 3 with the 
synchronizing word ccc to define c&. Then It= { [ac], [aca], [act], [acca], [cb], 0 } and 
12 = ( [ccc], [cccab], [ccca], [cccabb], 0}. It can be easily checked that the ideal I =Ir UZ2 
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satisfies the properties (a) and (b) from Theorem 8.13. The graph G(Z) as described 
in the proof of Theorem 8.13 is presented in Fig. 8. 
The common elements in the domains of @i and @z are 4,5,6. The ideals Zi(4)= 
{ bccl, Weal, [cbl,O ) and Z2(4) = { [ cccab], [ccc@], [cccabb], 0} are isomorphic (by 
Proposition 8.10). If we look at the elements of Zi(4) and Z2(4) as vertices of the 
graph G(Z), they have the same right contexts (by Proposition 8.9), i.e. R([acc]) = 
R([cccub]), R([uccu]) = R([cccu]) and R([cb]) = R([cccubb]). Thus G(Z) is not re- 
duced. If we reduce G(Z) then we will get the presentation presented in Fig. 6. 
Let CD{ : { 1,2,4,5,6} + @n(L) be defined by choosing the vertex 1 and the 
synchronizing word cut. Let Ji be the right ideal determined by @{. Then, by 
Lemma 8.6, we get Ji by sliding down the L-classes of the D-blocks determined 
by Zi. 
We note here to the reader that Ji is not isomorphic to Ii (even though J)(4) 
is isomorphic to Z,(4)), i.e. the bijection defined by $ (Proposition 8.12) is not a 
morphism. I& [ucu][uc]) = +( [ ucuucu]) = $(O) = 0 and $([ucu])$([uc]) = [cucu][cac] = 
[cacacac] = [cucuc] = [cut] # 0. So Z is not isomorphic to J =JI UZ2. But G(J) E G(Z) 
(Theorem 8.14). 
9. Constants, synchronizing and co-synchronizing words 
Each synchronizing word for a vertex u is a word that belongs to the left con- 
text of u and does not belong to a left context of any other vertex. We can consider 
right contexts instead of let? contexts, and talk about co-synchronizing words and pre- 
sentations. The notion of a co-synchronizing word is symmetric to the synchronizing 
one. 
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Definition. A sofic acceptor G = (V, E, ,I) is called co-synchronizing if for every vertex 
u E V there is a word yv such that for every path p in G, 
J(p)=.Yv * s(p)=v. 
The word yU is called a co-synchronizing word for v. 
A symmetric notion to the deterministic presentation is a co-determ~isti~ one. In 
symbolic dynamics the notion of codeterministic is known as left resolving. 
Definition. A sofic acceptor G = (V, E, a) is called co-deterministic if 
vaez EE, t(ei)=t(q) and n(ei)=&ez) + ei =ez. 
An automaton, or a sofic acceptor, is co-reduced if there are no two vertices with 
the same left contexts, i.e. the left contexts of the vertices are distinct. Define GL to be 
a graph obtained in the following way: vertices of GL are left contexts of the words 
in L, i.e. for every x f L, L(x) is a vertex of GL (for a regular language there are a 
finite number of sets L(n)), there is an edge from L(x) to L(y) iff L(x)=L(ay). GL is 
codete~i~sti~ and co-reduced. 
By the symmetry of the notions synchronizing-co-synchronizing, deterministic-co- 
deterministic and reduced-co-reduced, every result obtained in the previous sections 
can be restated for co-synchronized and co-deterministic presentations. Let %‘-Y99 
be the class of co-synchronizing co-deterministic presentations. 
We will state just the following: 
Theorem 9.1. If a so& shift has a co-synchronizing presentation then it has a unique 
V-996minimal one. 
Theorem 9.2. Subshz~s of finite type, irre~~ible and non~ander~g sojic shzjls have 
a unique ~-~~~-minimal one. 
Theorem 9.3. A sofic shif S has a co-synchronizing presentation zjf Syn(F(S)) has 
a left ideal I such that: 
(a) For a@ [n] E Syn(F(S)), [xl1 # 0. 
(b) For a8 Bl, [yl~l, 1x11~3 # 0 * lM~l=k4 
Both our definitions of synchronizing and co-synchronizing words are not intrinsic 
since they depend on the sofic acceptor. Schiitzenbrger (see [ 161) has a definition of 
a constant for a language: 
Definition. Let L c A* be a language. A word m is a constant for L if for every 
x1,x2,x3,x4 EA* 
x~mx~,x3mx4EL ==* x,m.QEL. 
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Note 9.4. [16]. Let G be a presentation of a sojic shift S and L = F(S). If x is a 
synchronizing or co-synchronizing word for G then x is a constant for L. 
In symbolic dynamics (see [24]) the word “synchronizing” has been an alternate 
to the word magic. A word m is a magic word for L if for every x, y E A*, xm, my EL 
implies xmy E L. It is not hard to see that for factorial languages magic H constant. 
We will see what the connection is between our definition of synchronizing words and 
the constants. 
Let C(L) be the set of constants of L which are in L. 
Proposition 9.5. (a) Zf S is a sofic shift that has a synchronizing presentation and G 
is its minimal SDP then 
x is synchronizing for G ti x E C(F(S)). 
(b) If S is a sojk shift with a co-synchronizing presentation and GL is its minimal 
C-SDP then 
x is co-synchronizing for GL e x E C(F(S)). 
Proof. We will show only (a). The proof of (b) is symmetric. 
Let x E C(F(S)) and let u1 and u2 be two vertices of G such that x belongs to 
both L(Q) and L(Q). Let WI and w2 be such that wlx=ul and WZX= ~2. Since G is 
synchronizing, there are y,, and ywI synchronizing words for WI and ~2, respectively. 
Then for every z E R(ul ), 
ywp, yw,-= E F(S) * y,xz 60s). 
Thus R(q)cR(u2). Similarly, R(u~)cR(uI), i.e. R(ul)=R(u2). But G is reduced, so 
211 =u2. 
By Note 9.4, we have the equivalence. 0 
Proposition 9.5 says that if a sofic shift has a synchronizing (co-synchronizing) 
presentation then the set of constants that are in the factor language of S coincide with 
the set of synchronizing words in the minimal SDP (C-SDP) of S. This last proposition 
allows us to give another intrinsic definition for the sofic shifts that have synchronizing 
presentations. 
Let S be a sofic shift and x = (. . . ,x-1,x0,x1,. .) E S. Define x- = . . . ,x_~,x_l 
and x+ = x0,x1,. . We will write x =x-x+. The set of followers of x- is 9(x-) = 
{ y+ 1 x-y+ ES }. Similarly, th e set of predecessors of x+ is 9(x+) = { y- 1 y-x+ ES }. 
It is well known (see [ 171) that S is a sofic shift iff it has a finite number of follower 
(predecessor) sets. We will call each of x- and x+ a synchronizing ray if it contains 
a word of C(F(S)) as a factor. 
Corollary 9.6. A sojic shift S has a synchronizing presentation @T for every x E S, 
9(x+) has a synchronizing ray. 
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Proof. =k= Assume that S has a synchronizing presentation. By Proposition 5.6, S has 
a minimal SDP G. Let p = . . .,e_i,eo,ei . . . be a path in G such that n(p) =x. Let 
Y = t(e_1) = s(ee). There is a synchronizing word yv for v and there is a y- such 
that yU is a factor of y- and y-x+ f S. By Proposition 9.5, y- is a synchronizing 
ray. 
+ Define G to be the following presentation: vertices of G are the follower sets, 
and there is an edge fkom 9(xX-) to F(y-) with label a iff 9(x-a) = F(y-). G 
is dete~inistic and by the closure property of S it is reduced. Let m be in C(F(S)). 
Consider F(n-m) and g(y-m). Let z+ E fl(x-m). Then for every q such that z+ = 
qz: and every p such that y- = y;p we have pmq E F(S). Because S is closed, 
y-mzf ES. Thus 9(x-m) c F(y-m). By symmetry, F-i-(x-m)=F(y-m). So, m is 
a synchronizing word for G. 
Let G’ be the terminal subgraph T(G) confining all sermonizing vertices of G. 
We will show that L(G’) = F(S). Obviously, L(G’) C F(S). Let u E P(S), There is 
x+ = XX;“. Since S(X+) contains a synchronizing ray, there is a synchronizing word 
(i.e. a constant) m such that mu EF(S). Thus u EL(G’). 0 
The cover given by the graph G obtained by using the follower sets, constructed in 
the proof of Corollary 9.6, is known as the right Krieger cover (see [lo]). Another 
way of obtaining the right Krieger cover is by constructing the minimal deterministic 
automaton for the factor language and trimming it to get a sofic acceptor. 
The cover given by the graph obtained by substituting the follower sets with prede- 
cessor sets is called the left Krieger cover. Substituting the right Krieger cover with 
the left Krieger cover we can show the following corollary. 
Corolluy 9.7. A soft shift S has a co-synchronizing presentation if for all x E S, 
9(x-) has a synchronizing ray. 
Let U-39(S) and U-Y’@(S) be the class of all co-dete~inisti~ presentations of a 
sofic shift S and the class of all co-synchronizing presentations of S, respectively. The 
example presented in Fig. 1 can be easily transformed into an example that shows us 
that there is a sofic shift S for which %7-63@(S) has no unique %-&Y-minimal element, 
and %-Yp(s) has no unique %-YB-minimal element. It is obtained from the example 
in Fig. 1 by reversing the irreducible components (initial with terminal) and reversing 
the arrows. 
We end this section with an example that shows that there is a sofic shit? that has 
a synchronizing presentation, but no co-synchronizing presentation. 
Any presentation of the sofic shit? presented with the graph in Fig. 9 will have a 
terminal irreducible component with every edge labeled b, and every vertex in that 
component will not have a co-s~c~onizing word. Similarly one can find an example 
of a sofic shift with co-synchronizing presentation but with no synchronizing pre- 
sentation. In Fig. 4 is presented a sofic shift that has neither a synchronizing nor a 
co-synchronizing presentation. 
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Fig. 9. An example that has a synchronizing presentation, but does not have a co-synchronizing presentation. 
b 
10. Bi-synchronizing presentations 
There are sofic shifts that have presentations that are both synchronizing and co- 
synchronizing. We will call such presentations bi-synchronizing. An example with a 
bi-synchronizing presentation is presented in Fig. 2. With Proposition 5.6 we showed 
that if a sofic shift has a synchronizing presentation, then it has a deterministic synchro- 
nizing presentation. Similarly, one can show that if a sofic shift has a co-synchronizing 
presentation then it has a co-deterministic one too. A question may be raised, if a sofic 
shift has a bi-synchronizing presentation, is there a bi-deterministic (deterministic and 
co-deterministic) bi-synchronizing presentation? The theorem and the corollary below 
show that the answer is no. 
Theorem 10.1. Let G = (V,E,A) be a bi-synchronizing presentation of S. G has a 
minimal number of vertices, i.e. if G’ = (V’,E’,I’) is another presentation of S then 
1 VI < 1 V’j. Moreover, if I VI = I V’I then G 3 G’. 
Proof. For each v E V let xv be a synchronizing word and y. a co-synchronizing word 
for v. The setsX={x,IvEV} and Y={y,jv~V} are good sets for Z’={L(v)IvE 
V } and W = {R(v) 1 v E V }, respectively. By Corollary 7.3, G has a minimal number 
of vertices. 
Let G’ be a presentation of S with the same number of vertices as G. We define 
a function f : V’ + V such that f (v’) = v iff x, E L(v’) and yv E R(v’). f is well 
defined and in fact a bijection since xvyv uniquely determines v and v’. We show that 
f extends to a graph isomorphism. Let e’ be an edge in E’ with s(e’) = v’, t(e’) =w’ 
and R’(e’)=a. Let f(v’)=v and f(w’)= w. Then the word x”ay, is a word in F(S) 
and there is a unique path p= pvep, in G with label A(p)=A(p,)A(e)A(p,)=x,ay,. 
The edge e has source v, target w and label a. We define f (e’)=e. By definition, f
is a bijection on the edges and is a graph homomorphism. 0 
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Fig. 10. An SFT with no bi-synchronizing presentation. 
Corollary 10.2. A SC& shift S can have at most one (up to an isomorphism) bi- 
synchronizing presentation. 
Proof. Let G and G’ be two bi-s~c~onizing p~sentations of S and let V and V 
be their sets of vertices, respectively. By the first part of Theorem 10.1 1 VI G 1 VI and 
IV’I<jlvl, i.e. lVl=lY’). By the second part of Theorem 10.1, GE G’. q 
The presentation shown in Fig. 2 is bi-synchronizing, but it is not deterministic (nor 
co-dete~inistic). By Corollary 10.2, that is the only bi-s~c~nizing presentation of 
that sofic shift and there is no bi-s~c~onizing, bi-dete~inistic presentation of the 
same sofic shift. 
In Fig. 10 is given a synchronizing presentation of an irreducible SF?: T which is 
not co-synchronizing. It is not co-synchronizing because R(3) c R( 1). That presenta- 
tion is deterministic but not co-deterministic. The set {cc, bb,ab} is a good set for 
R( 1 ), R(Z), R(3), respectively. 
By Theorem 7.1, every presentation of T with three vertices must be isomorphic 
to the one in Fig. 10. By Theorem 10.1 it follows that there is no bi-synchronizing 
presentation of T. 
Thus none of the three classes of SFTs, irreducible sofic shifts and nonwander- 
ing soI% shifts are included in the class of sofic shifts that have a bi-s~c~nizing 
presentation. 
The problem remains open to determine the intrinsic characterization of sofic shifts 
that have bi-synchronizing presentations. 
This paper contains parts of the author’s dissertation which was done under the 
guidance of Professor Tom Head. I express thanks to Professor Head for his suggestions 
and continuous upport. 
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